rapport
(\ra-POR; ruh-\, noun)
A relation, especially
one characterized by
sympathetic
understanding,
emotional affinity, or
mutual trust.

One Way to Wrentham

President’s Message
Wow! Another year has come
and gone. I hope Santa was
good to everyone and that you
rang in the New Year with lots
of cheer! As I reflect back over
the year, I ask myself ‘what
have I accomplished”? Better
yet, since I represent you, the
question should be “what have
YOU as a member of the Branch

and Institute accomplished”? Let
me see if I can recap all of YOUR
activities:
Provincial Highlights for 2003
Spring

•
•
•
•

Inside This Issue
Message from The Editor
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Annual General Meeting Notice

3

Regional Spotlight: Peace Country

4

Food and Eating: An
Anthropological Perspective

6

Member In The Spotlight

7

Organization for the 69th Annual
Educational Conference
Provided feedback on the draft
Alberta Food Regulations

•
•

Fall

•
•
•
•
•

Fall General Meeting – October
4, 2003
Board of Certification Examinations - October
Website – members only site
Selling of membership raffle
tickets
Circulation of 2003 Branch Portfolio Memorabilia

Board of Certification Examinations – April 15, 2003

•
•

Publication of Alberta Branch
Newsletter

Winter

Summer

•

- Phi Phan

•

69th Annual Educational Conference

•

32nd Annual Branch Golf Tournament in Barrhead

•

Publication of Alberta Branch
Newsletter

Branch hockey pool
Publication of Alberta Branch
Newsletter
Promotion of Environmental
Health Week 2004
Publication of Alberta Branch
Newsletter
Digitization of historical documents
(Continued on page 3)
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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR

Wicked and Weird… Weather That Is...
I could start by typing a tired joke about global warming and how we speed it up if
we are to survive another Canadian winter. I could, but I won’t. Suffice it to say,
that we have all endured a little piece of Canadiana (i.e. bone-chilling, snotfreezing, bladder-squeezing cold) that makes us, well, us. I personally wouldn’t
have it any other way.
For those who don’t read the newsletter from back to front, my mailing address
has been revised to reflect my recent move back to Edmonton (I would choose
one of the coldest weekends to move, of course). If you want to email me
articles, notices of meetings, fan mail, hate mail or any other correspondence,
you can send it to the Branch address or you can use my new email at
phiphan@cha.ab.ca.
Believe it or not it has been almost two years since I took the reins of the alberta
branch news in it’s current form! Although I wish I could say it’s been a piece of
proverbial cake for these past years putting this newletter together, I
unfortunately can’t. However, would I change my decision if I could? Nope.
Putting together the alberta branch news has afforded me opportunites to
interact with my colleagues in the far-flung corners of the province, to be updated
on the happenings in various regions and be abreast of
developing issues. As well, the abn has provided an avenue
for many members to provide a viewpoint that would
otherwise may have not been heard. I think it has been time
well spent.
Althought this edition of the newsletter is a little late “going
to the presses”, it is my hope that a return to the regular
publication schedule is possible in the near future. ◘
- Phi Phan, Editor

Unfotunately, due to space constaints, a few items could not be fitted in this
edition of the news.

•

Congratulations and adulations go to Norm Carlson for receiving (finally!) his
25-year Membership pin. He was presented with his pin at the Southern
Zone Meeting recently held in Strathmore.

•

It was determined that another southerner, Brian Dalshaug, has not received
his pin yet either. That situation will have to be rectified.

•

Scott Budgell provided some information on Alberta WellNet. It is information
that can be beneficial to members, so the write-up will appear in the next
edition of the alberta branch news.
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Editorial Policy
In the pursuit of the Association’s objectives, the Editor is authorized to
publish this Newsletter on a periodic
basis, as deemed appropriate. The
objectives of the Association are:
(1) The development and advancement of environmental health,
and
(2) To support the advancement of
the Canadian Institute of Public
Health Inspectors.
The Association Executive Board has
the authority to provide general direction respecting the content of the
Newsletter and, in consultation with
the Editor, to set policies regarding
administrative matters of each issue.
The Editor shall have the general authority to select material for publication
in the Newsletter provided all material
meets the criteria of being within the
objectives of the Association.
Views, comments or positions within
the contents of the Newsletter are
those of the Editor, Editorial Staff or
the author, respectively, and does not
necessarily reflect those of the Association Executive or its’ membership.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
With the winds howling around us and
the snow flying, it is difficult to imagine
that spring is only a few scant months
away. That means that the Branch’s
Annual General Meeting is coming up
as well!
If you have any items for discussion,
forward them to your zone councilor or
send them to Merry Turtiak at
merry.turtiak@pchr.ca.
As well, this year is an election year! It
has indeed been two years since your
current representatives were acclaimed or elected.
The positions to be filled are:

•

President

•
•
•
•

Vice-President
Secretary

ALBERTA BRANCH AGM

Treasurer

SATURDAY, MARCH 27, 2004

Committees (Social, Communications,
Issues, Continuing
Education, Membership, etc.)

Also to be filled are the positions of
zone councilors for the various
zones in the Branch.

At 11:00 AM
PANORAMA ROOM
CALGARY HEALTH REGION, CENTRE 15
1509 CENTRE STREET SW
∞ Lunch will be provided. ∞

If you want more information about
the above positions, contact a
member of the current executive or
fire an email to Victor at
mahv@shaw.ca. All postings are for
a two-year term. ◘
- Phi Phan, Editor

PRESIDENT continued...
(Continued from page 1)

•
•
•
•

Annual General Meeting – March
2004
Presentation of the President’s Award
Presentation of the L.E. Stewart Award
CWWA Conference participation – April
2004

National Highlights for 2003

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Publication of Environmental Health
Review

•
•

•

CIPHI/NEHA
Program

•

Sabbatical

Exchange

Development of a national conference
binder
Website – revised format for discussion board
Board of Certification Examinations –
April 15
Partnership with Health Canada –
Centre for Surveillance Co-ordination
Publication of Environmental Health
Review
Denmark Twinning Exchange Program

Development of position statement –
ENH Technicians

Fall

Strategic Marketing Plan implementation

Summer

•

69th Annual Educational Conference

•

Spring

•

•
•

Development of position statement –
Apple Cider
Board of Certification Examinations –
October
Publication of Environmental Health
Review
Signing of new corporate and affiliate
partners
Implementation of a strategic marketing plan for the profession

Winter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotion of Environmental Health
Week 2004
Publication of Environmental Health
Review
Revision of the CIPHI website
Development of a bursary program
Development of position statement –
Cooking of Poultry

IFEH World Congress Conference

Have I forgotten anything? So for
$125, knowing that $55 comes back
to the Alberta Branch & $70 remains
with National, have YOU given good
value to the members from both the
Branch and National level? I certainly
think so!
I look forward to seeing everyone on
March 27 at the Branch Annual General Meeting in Calgary. One of highlights of the meeting, besides free
lunch, will be the election of all executive positions. So what are you waiting
for … get your name in!
Thank you for your support this past
year and I look forward to your continued support in 2004. ◘
- Victor Mah, President
(Alberta Branch)

Development of continue education
credit system
Development of the 2010 bid for the
alberta branch news
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REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT

Jim Meagher, Director of Environmental Health
Gandalf the White (Might be lacking in length of hair and beard, but when he waves the

Koreen Westly

staff around he is one not to reckon with)

Arwen (A quiet presence, doesn’t say too much)

Jim grew up in the Vancouver area and received his B.Sc. from Simon Fraser University with

Koreen took her B.Sc. and Environmental Health program at Con-

a major in Marine Biology. Unable to find permanent employment as a surfer, he decided

cordia graduating in 2000. She took field training in both Lake-

to pursue a career as a Public Health Inspector (from Jacques Cousteau to Inspector

land Regional Health Authority and Capital Health Authority.

Clouseau?). By 1980, Jim had managed to complete his studies at B.C.I.T and get married.

Unable to find a job in the field after certification, Koreen worked

The newlyweds then moved to Barrhead, AB where Jim worked at the Sturgeon Health Unit

at Enviro-Test Laboratories until November 2001 when she

for a year and a half. Deciding that they just weren’t far enough north yet, they moved to

moved to Peace River to work as an EHO. In April 2003 she

Grande Prairie where they have resided for the last 22 years. Jim and Cindy have two chil-

moved to Grande Prairie to work with Peace Country Health.

dren, 19 and 21 years of age, who are currently attending post-secondary institutions. Jim’s

Branch activities include working on the 69th CIPHI Annual Con-

hobbies include cooking exotic meals and playing sports like basketball and golf.

ference committees and filling the position of Northern Zone
Councillor. Koreen’s hobbies include watching and playing sports
and learning new skills. Next on the list, country-dance lessons.

Terry Scott

Nadine Amlin

Legolas (Ok, this comparison was made mainly for the bow hunt-

Ewoyn (A swashbuckling warrior)

ing, but it ends there. Legolas is also known for very good hearing

Nadine graduated from studies at

“Say What?”, and a beautiful singing voice, umm…not quite)
Terry graduated from Ryerson in 1973. He worked in “that nameless
province” with the Ontario Ministry of Environment, Simcoe
County Health Unit and Muskoka-Parry Sound a.k.a Cottage
Country until 1998 when he moved to Grande Prairie. Terry is a
hunter and scavenger at heart. Don’t let him slow down for some-

Back Row (L to R): Terry Scott, Koreen Westly, Jim Meagher, Dr.
Albert de Villiers (MOH)
Front Row (L to R): Merry Turtiak, Elmer Spilchen, Nadine Amlin

Merry Turtiak
Galadriel (Elves are

Terry also enjoys tinkering with vehicles and making wine. He re-

referred to as merry, and

portedly sleeps facedown, which according to Cosmopolitan maga-

who better to be the

zine indicates he is controlling.

queen of elves, than the
namesake herself?)
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worked through her practicum in
Grande Prairie. She will attempt
certification in April 2004. Her

thing in the road or it will be in the vehicle before you know it.

Elmer Spilchen
Faramir (Prefers arts and
music to battle)
Elmer has worked and lived
in Grande Prairie since
certification in 1985. Elmer
enjoys spending time with

Merry graduated from Concordia in 1999. She

his family, and is busy keep-

completed her practicum and started her first job

ing the boys away from his

in the field in Grande Prairie where she has been

two beautiful teenage

ever since. Merry is an active member of the CI-

daughters. Elmer is actively

PHI Alberta Branch were she has been kept busy by

involved in his church and

the duties of the Secretary. Her hobbies include

community. He keeps in

rooting for the Eskimos, golfing and skiing. Spe-

shape and relieves stress by

cific interests on the job include work camps and

playing squash.

pools.

Concordia in May 2003 and

hobbies include writing BOC reports and napping.

REGIONAL SPOTLIGHT

More of Peace Country Health
Robert Kielly, Leader, Public Health Inspection
Gimli (a little short of Gandalf in the height department, but certainly feisty)
Robert graduated from Ryerson in 1982 and completed his field training in PEI. Certified at the tender age of 19, he worked in PEI from 1982 to 1988 in the
Department of Health and the Department of Agriculture. Robert then travelled to the NWT, working in Hay River, Inuvik, and Rankin Inlet until 1995 when
he moved to Peace River to take the manager position. While still residing in Peace River, Robert became Environmental Health Leader for Keeweetinok Lakes
Regional Health Authority from February 2001 to March 2003, after which, he slid into the Leader position for Peace Country Health.
Robert has also been actively involved in CIPHI branch activities, including founding member and past president of the NWT, Manitoba Branch and past president of the Alberta Branch. Robert’s wife and daughter are in their first and second year, respectively, of the Bachelor of Education program. Robert’s son will
also be attending post-secondary schooling in about a year’s time. Two words for you Robert, “student loans”. In his free time, Robert is an avid hunter. He
also enjoys fishing, camping, coin collecting, woodworking, home renovating, gardening, cooking, wine making and reading.

Bonnie Segal

Christine Boutilier

Eáránë Carnesîr (Her elven name)

Idril Sáralondë (Her elven name)

Bonnie graduated from Concordia in

Christine went to Acadia University for a degree in biology

1997 and completed her practicum in

and onto UCCB for her Environmental Health degree.

Inuvik. After receiving certification she

Originally from Coxheath, Cape Breton, Christine worked in

worked in Baffin Island, Nunavut from

Charlottetown, PEI for 4 years as an EHO before moving to

1998 to 2001 when she then moved to

Peace River in August 2003. Her two cats and boyfriend

Peace River. Bonnie is an aunt to her

keep her company in the new town. Christine’s musical

sister’s two daughters and her hobbies
include training her two dogs and reno-

(L to R): Bonnie Segal, Robert Kielly, Christine Boutilier

talents include playing the piano and violin. Her hobbies
also include nurturing bonsai trees, crafts and photography.

vations on her house.

Marilyn Dahlgren

Jeremy Spencer
Treebeard aka Fanghorn (Known for being a long-time member of the

Inwë Elanessë (Her elven name)

community)

Originally from northern Ontario, Marilyn moved to the big city

Jeremy attended B.C.I.T and moved to Fairview in 1978 to work in Mistahia

of Toronto in 1976 where she attended Ryerson and managed a

Health Region. “Mr. Fix It” has a propensity for facts and history as well as

dry cleaning plant. Graduating in 1978, she received the first half

repairing just about anything. For the last six months Jeremy has been tear-

of her field training with Grey-Owen Sound Health District.

ing down and building up a house he bought next door to his own home.

Cutbacks in the health field led her to take a minor detour into
the Dairy Industry where she worked toward her Dairy Certification in Milk, Cream, Butter and Cheese. 2 years later she was
back on track with more field training at Northwestern Health
Unit in Fort Frances. In 1981 Marilyn moved to High Prairie
where she has been ever since.
The move to High Prairie may have been slightly influenced by
the husband and kids. Husband Wally has 480 acres of farming
land and a herd of cattle to keep him busy and the children have a

Jeremy Spencer

cat and a dog. Marilyn’s hobbies include wine making and taste
testing, but is in no way a farmer or a cat lover.
Marilyn Dahlgren

alberta branch news
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ARTICLE

Food and Eating: An Anthropological Perspective
Tables and Table Manners
Not knowing how to eat 'properly' is
universally a sign of outsider status.
Proper eating includes the kind of food
used, the way of preparing it, the
manner of serving it, and the way of
eating it.
The intricacies of the tea ceremony are
known only to experienced Japanese;
social climbers in the West can be
spotted immediately by their inability
to master the details of place settings;
“using the wrong fork” is an offense as
grave as spitting in public.
Since anyone wishing to integrate
himself into a group must eat with it,
there is no surer way of marking off
those who are in and those out than by
food etiquette.
Dipping with hands into a communal
dish is de rigeur in some cultures,
abhorrent in others. Shovelling food
into the mouth with a fork would be
seen as the height of indelicacy by
some; the absence of forks as the
height of barbarity by others.
Fingers may have been made before
forks, but ever since Catherine (and
Marie) de Medici brought these
essential tools for noodle eating from
northern Italy to France, the perfectly
useful finger has been socially out,
except for fruit and cheese.
It took the elaborate dining habits of
the upper classes to refine the use of
multiple forks (as well as knives,
spoons, and glasses).
The timing of eating shows up class
differences. In the past, as in the
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novels of Jane Austen, for example, the
upper classes breakfasted late (about
10 o’clock), as befitted their leisure
status. (This distinguished them from
the lower orders, who eat very early
before going off to work.)
They had perhaps an informal lunch of
cold meats, but the next main meal
was dinner, which was eaten anywhere
between five and seven, depending on
the pretensions of the family. A light
supper might be served before
bedtime.
The lower orders, meanwhile, would be
eating a light midday meal and then a
hearty “tea” after the day’s work was
done, with again a supper before bed.
The importance of “lunch” as a main
meal came later from the business
community, and “dinner” was pushed
back into the evening, with supper
more or less abolished.
The lower orders continued to make
midday “dinner” and “high tea” major
meals, and since dinner was pushed
later for the middle classes, “tea”
became an institution around four
o’clock.
There is no nutritional sense to the
timing of eating. It could be done
differently. The late breakfast was
primarily a sign of status and nothing
else; Jane Austen’s characters always
had to kill time in some way before
breakfasting, and these were good
hours in which to advance the plot.
In France, the enormous midday meal,
with its postprandial siesta, is what the
day revolves around. The entire
country comes to a stop and wakes up

again between three and four.
The order in which foods are eaten,
which really does not matter, becomes
highly ritualistic: Soup, fish, poultry,
meat, dessert (which echoes the
process of evolution) becomes a
standard.
Sweet should not be eaten before
savory, and rarely (in France never)
with. The French eat salad after the
main dish, the Americans rigidly
before; the English, to the disgust of
both, put it on the same plate as the
(cold) meat.
In the East, it is more common to serve
all the food together, often in
communal dishes, and allow a wide
sampling of different items. In the
more individualistic West, place
settings are rigidly set of from each
other, and so are “courses.”
The serving of wine with food becomes
even more rigidly a matter of protocol,
and operates to mark off differences of
status within classes: those who
“know” wine and those who do not.
Classes in “corporate health” in the
United States now include sessions on
“How to Read a Wine Label.” The
rationale is that without such
knowledge corporate executives may
be subject to “stress,” which would
impair their performance.
Foreign foods tend to be shunned by
the working classes, but among the
upper-middle and upper they become
items of prestige. A knowledge of
foreign food indicates the eater’s
(Continued on page 7)

ARTICLE
(Continued from page 6)

urbanity and cosmopolitanism.
Until recently, being conversant with
foreign food was a privilege of those
who could afford to travel, but now the
knowledge has been democratized by
cheap travel and television. Julia Child
taught the aspiring middle classes how
to be “French” cooks, and now TV
abounds with every kind of cooking
course.
Publishers often find their cooking list
to be their most lucrative, and
cookbooks of all nations now crowd
the bookstore shelves. When Joy of
Sex was written, it deliberately took its
title from the hugely successful Joy of
Cooking – which tells us something.
While a lot of this can perhaps be
attributed to a genuine pleasure in
new tastes, a lot more can probably be
accounted for by the aura of
sophistication that surrounds the food
“expert.”
The very word “gourmet” has become
a title of respect like “guru” or
“mahatma.” Vast changes have
occurred, for example, in English
eating habits, with extended travel in
Europe. Ethnic identifications in food
have not by any means disappeared,
and the French do not, by and large,
eat fish and chips; the English have
not taken wholeheartedly to escargot
or octopus. But spaghetti no longer
comes exclusively in cans for the
English.
Even so, a relative conservatism of
food habits persists in all countries,
particularly with the lower-middle and
working classes. ◘
- Robin Fox, Professor (Rutgers
University) for Social Issues Research
Center, 28 St. Clements, Oxford, UK,
OX41AB

MEMBERS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
As Environmental Health evolves,
members of Branch have been finding
themselves in the media spotlight
more and more. Fortunately, some are
more photogenic than others, as is
evidenced by the page layout above.
Appearing in the November 13, 2003
edition of ffwd, Calgary’s News and
Entertainment weekly, Chad Beegan

puts a face to Environmental Health in
Calgary.
In the “Your Face Here” feature, Chad
gives a brief, yet memorable, overview
of Environmental Health.
Congratulations goes to Chad for
representing our field so well! ◘
- Phi Phan, Editor

alberta branch news
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Email: ab-ciphi@telusplanet.net
Homepage: http://www.ciphi.ab.ca

alberta branch news is published quarterly by the
Communications Committee of the Alberta Branch
to provide current information on the many
activities of the Alberta Branch. The newsletter is
distributed to members and friends of the Alberta
Branch.
Any inquiries, correspondence or change of address
should be forwarded to:
The Editor, Alberta Branch Newsletter
305, 11215 Jasper Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5K 0L5
Voice
780 / 413 . 5767
Email
phiphan@cha.ab.ca
or to the Alberta Branch address.

Alberta Branch Executive Board
President
Vice-President

IS THAT RIGHT?

Border Patrol Stops Man with “Meat Seat”
By Brendan O'Neill (Meatingplace.com)
Border agents seized 756 pounds of
bologna last week, which was arranged
into the shape of a car seat and covered with blankets in a man's pickup.
United
States
Customs and Border
Protection
officers seized 81
rolls of Mexican
bologna at the
Paso Del Norte
Bridge near the
Texas border as
the pickup attempted to enter the United States.
Children were sitting on top of the illegal load before it was discovered, said
Roger Maier, a spokesman for U.S.
Customs and Border Protection. The
rear seat had been removed from the

extended-cab pickup and the bologna
was put in its place.
"It would appear [the children] were
sitting on a bench, when in fact the
bench was made up of 81 of these
tubes of bologna," Maier told the El
Paso Times.
He said the agency plans to pursue
civil penalties against the man driving
the truck, and inspectors confiscated
the bologna and revoked the border
crossing cards of the driver and three
passengers, all Mexicans.
"It ultimately puts the consumer at
risk," said Maier. "Who knows how long
these products have gone without refrigeration or without proper handling?"
He added that the bologna sells for
about $1 a roll in Juarez, Mexico, but it
can sell for between $5 and $10 a roll
in the United States. ◘
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